Rutgers Human-Computer Interaction Lab is recruiting research assistants to start in our lab as soon as possible.

Research experience is essential for pursuing a graduate degree in psychology and this position provides hands-on experience with an exciting area of research. The lab is interdisciplinary and its members come from a range of departments including Computer Engineering and Psychology.

The new study will require RAs to help with data collection by approaching random people and exploring how much trust in strangers they have. The lab requires 4-5 hours of your time each week (hours are flexible). The position is volunteer-based, meaning you will not be paid or receive course credit.

In order to apply, please email the lab manager, Shivam Rangolia, at shivbrangolia@gmail.com with your current GPA, a sentence about your future academic or career goals, and your resume as soon as possible (positions will be selected on a rolling basis). The subject of the email should be RA Application. Please note that we will stop accepting applications on March 2nd, 2020 so if interested, make sure to reach out in a timely manner.